We miss him sorely on both counts.
We will prove two new cases of the entropy conjecture, using volume estimates to bound the growth rate of forms as in [13] . The C r entropy conjecture (r^ i) holds that the topological entropy h{f) of a G 7 ' diffeomorphism y:M-^M of a compact manifold M is bounded below by the logarithm of the spectral radius of f^: H^(M; R) -> H^(M; R). Several cases of the entropy conjecture are already known ( [3] , [16] ), but it fails for C°a nd PL homeomorphisms [12] . The new cases we deal with are affine mappings and diffeomorphisms with finite chain-recurrence.
In section i we will describe the volume estimates we will use in later sections. The G'' entropy conjecture is shown to hold whenever the sets B^(£, n) {xeM., s small) lose volume at the asymptotic rate predicted by the differentials D/^).
We demonstrate in section 2 that this volume decay does occur when M is a compact affine manifold and f is an affine map. This establishes the entropy conjecture for many endomorphisms of infrasolvmanifolds ( [2] , [8] ). We note that most known Anosov diffeomorphisms and expanding maps are affine [5] . Our result shows that the difficulties in the CV entropy conjecture lie in the nonlinearity of smooth mappings.
In section 3 we reprove the entropy conjecture for Axiom A-No Cycle diffeomorphisms [16] . The volume estimates we need are contained in the Bowen-Ruelle Volume Lemma [4] (actually we use a C 1 version).
In section 4 we show that the C 1 entropy conjecture holds whenever the chainrecurrence set R(/) is finite. We conclude by showing that the necessary homological conditions for a homotopy class to contain a map/with finite R(/) are sufficient on nilmanifolds. If /: M-^M is a nilmanifold automorphism and /: H^(M, R) -> H,(M; R) has spectral radius i then / is G^-approximable by Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms. This extends recent independent work of B. Halpern [6] . In an appendix, we prove the two variations of the Bowen-Ruelle Volume Lemma that we use in sections 3 and 4.
We emphasize that section 4 supplies a computable topological criterion for a diffeomorphism to have infinite chain-recurrence, namely to verify that some homology eigenvalue is not of length i.
We note that the counterexample to the PL entropy conjecture in [12] has finite chain-recurrent set. This contrast in the behavior of PL and C 1 maps with finite chainrecurrence adds to the evidence for the C 1 entropy conjecture.
Section 1. -Entropy and Volume.
When /: M->M is a diffeomorphism of a compact Riemannian manifold, let
..,%}. We will relate the entropy conjecture for/ to the asymptotic change in the volume of B^(£, n} as n-^oo.
To state the asymptotic behavior we might expect to find, it is necessary to consider the unstable expansion ^ (A) of a linear map A : Vo->Vi, where the V, are inner product spaces of equal (finite) dimension. One may define J"(A) as the norm of the induced map A* (A) : A^V^-^A^Vg), where the exterior algebras A^V,) are given the usual inner product. Clearly J" is submultiplicative, that is J^AoB^J^A) J^B). It is well-known that J^A) is the product of the unstable eigenvalues of (A^A)^2. For a smooth map f:M->M on a Riemannian manifold, we denote ]^{f)=J U (^yf{x)) (===max Q^{x) in the notation of [13] Proof. -By passing to a double cover, we may assume M is orientable and study the eigenvalues on de Rham cohomology H^M; R)==(H,(M; R))*. Let X be an eigenvalue and c an eigenvector for /*: H^M; R) -> H*(M; R). Ifois a form in class c, we may estimate as in [13, section 3] l^nMHIC/^II^Kjji/^iirfvoi for any norm on H*(M; R) and some constant K.
Let S be a minimal {n, s)-spanning set, that is M== U B^s, n) and the cardinality a;es of S is minimal. We will estimate || /^coll rfvol. Since the Volume Question 
Taking logarithms, dividing by n and letting %->oo gives log|X|^^(/)+log(i+8)^A(/)+log(i+S).
Letting S-»o, we obtain h{f)^\og\\\, as desired.
Q^.E.D.
Section 2. -The A/fine Entropy Conjecture.
We will answer the volume question affirmatively for affine maps. A map Ax+b : R^ -> R^, with A linear and ^eR^, is an affine transformation. An affine structure on a manifold M is determined by an atlas of coordinate systems where the transition Proof. -We fix a finite atlas of affinely related coordinate systems on M, say <p^: U^-^R^. We may assume diam(U^)^r<oo and that the Jacobians of the <p^ are bounded away from o and infinity.
By selecting s less than a Lebesgue number for {UJ, we may assume B^(s) CU^. If a=^{x), b=^n^f n x) and A =9^) o/^oy^, then Lemma i gives We reprove the entropy conjecture for Axiom A-No Cycles diffeomorphisms [16] in a natural way, using relative versions of the volume considerations of section i. We will need the following relative version of a result in [13] . Q.E.D. [16] .
1=1
On the other hand, Z?(/)^A(/|A,) for all z. Our conclusion follows from the preceding lemma.
Q.E.D.
We now reprove [163 Theorem i]. 
Section 4. -Quasi-unipotence and Finite Chain-recurrence
We now prove the entropy conjecture for diffeomorphismsy whose chain-recurrence set R(/) (see [14] ) is finite. As A(/)=A(/|R(/))==o, this amounts to showing that all eigenvalues of f^: H^(M; R) -> (H^(M; R)) are of modulus i (that is, f^ is quasiunipotent). We show, as a partial converse, that any nilmanifold diffeomorphism which is quasi-unipotent on homology is homotopic to a diffeomorphism with finite R (indeed, to a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism).
Theorem 3. -The entropy conjecture is valid for diffeomorphisms f: M->M when M is compact and R(^) is finite.
Proof. -We will show f^ is quasi-unipotent. By passing to a power, we may assume R(/) consists of fixed points. Then [14] shows that there is a filtration {MJ for Q(/)=R(/). B y Proposition 2, we need only show lim sup -log J^/^^vol-^o as B-^oo, w^here we have used (*) and the Local G 1 Volume Lemma (see Appendix). Taking logarithmic growth rates, we obtain
As 8->o, we have s->o, T]->O and B->+oo. Thus proposition 2 does apply. Q.E.D.
We finally consider the case where M==N/r is a nilmanifold. Then any diffeomorphism of M is homotopic to one induced by a Lie group automorphism of N which preserves F. The product of the latter with a translation by an element of N will here be called an automorphism of N/F [n] . We now show: Proof, -We first perturb the translational part of a to be rational (relative to the lattice F).
Using the standard form of [9, Theorem III. 12] for the map a*: H^N/r^^H^N/I^Z), We obtain from Theorems 3 and 4 (and the discussion in between):
Corollary, -A diffeomorphism g: N/F->N/F of a compact nilmanifold is homotopic to a diffeomorphism with finite R iff it is homotopic to a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism.
It would be interesting to understand the differences between isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms with Morse-Smale and finite R representatives. Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms are virtual permutations on homology, whereas finite R diffeomorphisms are quasi-unipotent [15] . It is known that the "virtual permutation" condition is sufficient for isotopy to Morse-Smale, at least for M simply connected, dim M^6 [15] .
We do not know in general (even for simply connected manifolds of dimension bigger than or equal to six) whether a diffeomorphism/with R(/) finite can be approximated by a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism or even if / is isotopic or homotopic to a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism.
M. Misiurewicz has constructed a two-dimensional Axiom A-No Cycles diffeomorphism with finite R for which the growth rate on i-forms is positive. Thus the G r Volume Question (r<oo) can have a negative answer even when Theorems 2 and 3 apply.
To conclude, we observe that by filtering P*-(/) as in [14] we may easily combine Theorems 2 and 3 into our most general result: 
APPENDIX
In this appendix we modify the Bowen-Ruelle G 2 Volume Lemma to produce the volume estimates used in the text.
We first assume that the diffeomorphism is only C 1 and aim at a weaker estimate (Bowen-Ruelle did not allow our (1+8^ factor). This lets us shorten their argument, as follows. By passing back to the Riemannian metric on M, we change our distances, volumes and Jacobians only by positive factors bounded away from o and oo, and obtain the desired estimate.
Q.E.D.
One can amend the preceding proof to obtain a lower bound (G^+S)^" 1 for vol B^(s, n) .Jac(Iy n : E^ -^ E^). Since we don't use this lower bound, we leave the details to the reader. Of course the Volume Lemma just proved applies to the trivial basic set composed of one hyperbolic fixed point. We now adapt this argument to non-hyperbolic fixed points.
for any 8>o there are £>o and Oi such that for any n^o
VOIB -^0^'-
Proof. -The idea, as in the preceding argument, is to use the graph transform to estimate the area of slices of Bo(s, n) parallel to the unstable manifold.
The tangent space at o splits into the direct sum R^E^QE 68 , where E" is the generalized eigenspace of eigenvalues of modulus greater than one and E^ is the generalized eigenspace of eigenvalues of modulus less than or equal to one for Do/. We may fix coordinates so that E CS^W o s (£o)=the local center-stable manifold at o, and
E^DW^s^^he local unstable manifold at o (see [7] for details about these manifolds).
We choose an inner product on J^ so that E" and E 68 are perpendicular and so that IID^/-1^) !]^^! and ^(f}^ == (i<X.
Choose ( Also Bo(c^)C U^ NJs,7z). w e £"(8) Just as in the conclusion of the preceding proof, we may estimate the area of N^,(£, n) from above (using the change of variables formula, n applications of (*), and a bound on area(graph g)) and Fubini's Theorem yields the desired estimate of vol Bo(£, 72).
Q..E.D. 
